
Date: 07 Apr 2020
Advisory No: Adv/2020/Apr/005

Cyber Security Advisory : Weekly Mirai Activity Report 

This data is to be considered as TLP:GREEN

Our trusted partner reported IoCs from statically analyzed Mirai samples identified over a week. There are couple of things to be
aware of while looking at this data:

* Network IOCs may be associated with binary distribution or one of the "cnc" or "report" functions.
* Network IOCs are identified from newly identified samples but may themselves not necessarily be new.
* Because of the nature of the static analysis there is MODERATE confidence in the accuracy of the network IOCs.

IOC:

STIX2 format: IOCs_Adv2020Apr005.json attached.
TEXT format: IOCs_Adv2020Apr005.txt attached.

Reference: Cisco Talos Intelligence

This document is distributed as TLP: GREEN. Recipients may share TLP: GREEN information with peers and partner organizations
within their sector or community, but not via publicly accessible channels.

Advisory No: Adv/2020/Apr/006

Cyber Security Advisory: Emotet Weekly Hunt Report

This data is to be considered as TLP:AMBER

Emotet is one of the most widely distributed and actively developed malware families used by cybercriminals. Its operators
indiscriminately target individuals, companies, and government entities across the world, stealing financial data and other sensitive
information. Emotet began as a banking trojan but now also functions as a dropper for other malware. The additional payloads can
be used to achieve more lucrative attacks, and often include threats like additional banking trojans, information stealers, email
harvesters, self-propagation mechanisms, and even ransomware.

Emotet is mostly spread through spam emails that contain embedded malicious URLs or weaponized PDF or Word attachments.
Once downloaded, Emotet injects code into processes that are running on the system and connects to a Command and Control
server to upload data and receive instructions for various follow-on activities, including downloading additional modules and
malware onto the host. Emotet propagates across a network by brute forcing passwords, sending malspam messages that originate
from the infected user’s account, and leveraging the EternalBlue exploit to attack unpatched systems.

Analyst’s Notes:

This report represents the observed activity of a week. These IOCs are derived from HIGH confidence Emotet observances (based
on mutex). All identified IOCs are detailed in the report and may not be net new. 

IOC:

STIX2 Format : IOCs_Adv2020Apr006.json attached
TEXT Format: IOCs_Adv2020Apr006.txt attached

Reference: CISCO Talos Intelligence 

This document is distributed as TLP: AMBER. Recipients may only share TLP: AMBER information with members of their own
organization, and with clients or customers who need to know the information to protect themselves or prevent further harm.

Advisory No: Adv/2020/Apr/007

Cyber Security Advisory: Electromagnetic pulse(EMP) Attack

This data is to be considered as TLP:AMBER

An electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attack has the potential to disrupt, degrade, and damage technology and critical infrastructure
systems. An EMP attack is short-duration burst of electromagnetic radiation which can occur naturally or be man-made. The
naturally EMP attack can be caused by Lightning, Electrostatic discharge, Meteor and Coronal mass ejection whereas man made
EMP attack can be caused by Power line surge, Non-nuclear EMP weapons and Nuclear weapons. In the attack, as the powerful

http://gandhi.gov.in/


pulse passes through a metal object, like a phone, computer or server, a "rogue current of electricity" is produced which disrupts or
destroys the circuits within.

Human-made or naturally occurring EMPs can affect large geographic areas, disrupting elements critical to the Nation’s security and
economic prosperity. Most worrying is the fact that EMP radiation is being weaponised against public and private institutions, such
as governments, defence organisations or banks. In worst-case scenarios, an EMP attack on electric grids or power plants could
plunge an entire country into a “medieval era.” Protecting critical infrastructure from EMP is therefore of paramount importance. The
CII owners must foster sustainable, efficient, and cost-effective approaches to improving their resilience to the effects of EMPs.

Recommendation:-

(a)Vulnerability can be reduced or eliminated by protecting essential and long lead time electronic equipment in an EMP
shielded enclosure. Such as a Faraday cage the simply an enclosure which blocks electromagnetic fields.

(b) The Faraday Effect of the cabinet, combined with the heavy double-door and shielding, may protect against high-intensity
electromagnetic pulse emissions, whether of natural or man-made origin.

(c) Ensure officially and independently certified EMP safe cabinets which not only cancel out the effect of the EMP's field but
also prevent from failing due to attached electrical cables.

(d)Use of EMP safe cabinets which not only negate the effects of an EMP attack but also prevent the electromagnetic signals
which are generated by electronic equipment from being detected. This helps against industrial espionage and so-called
"signals intelligence" — a way of stealing information by remotely intercepting the electromagnetic signals emitted by a server.

Reference:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-coordinating-national-resilience-electromagnetic-pulses/

http://www.empcommission.org/docs/empc_exec_rpt.pdf

https://gunnebo.com.au/products/safes-vaults/secure-it-solutions/emp-cabinet

https://gunnebo.com.au/wp-content/uploads/Gunnebo-Safes-Vaults-Secure-IT-Solutions-Brochure.pdf

https://www.efore.com/power-systems/essi-emp-shielded-power-systems

https://www.rainfordsolutions.com/land-infrastructure-systems

https://www.armagcorp.com/products/shielded-buildings/emp-shielded-buildings/

https://blog.gunneboentrancecontrol.com/how-emp-protection-for-servers-works

http://everyspec.com/MIL-STD/MIL-STD-0100-0299/MIL-STD-188_125-2_24889/

This document is distributed as TLP:AMBER. Recipients may share TLP:AMBER information without restriction subject to standard
copyright rules.

Advisory No: Adv/2020/Apr/008

Cyber Security Advisory: Increased RDP Exploitation following surge in Remote workers

This data is to be considered as TLP:AMBER

Our trusted partner in the wake of COVID-19  pandemic has observed an uptick in attacks against Windows’ Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP) due to surge in remote workers. The type of attacks include RDP brute-forcing and exploiting BlueKeep RDP
vulnerability (CVE-2019-0708).  The adversaries are  attempting to gain access to corporate networks through remote workers’
home networks.  The adversaries install Virtual Network Computing (VNC) using TCP ports 5800 and 5900 on victim machines,
then deploy malware ranging from cryptominers to ransomware to exfiltrate data. It is  observed adversaries threatening to publicize
exfiltrated data if the victim does not pay, continuing a trend initially popularized by the Maze ransomware team.

Analyst's Notes:

There has been an increase in compromised RDP servers sold on the dark web. As the increase in people working from home, the
exploitable surface has increased since workers’ home networks are not usually as secure as their corporate networks.

Recommendation:

Make sure you have multi-factor authentication (MFA) enabled and working.
Make sure to use VPNs with MFA enabled when allowing remote connections to the corporate network.
Use complex passwords to prevent brute-forcing attacks.
Encourage employees to patch regularly before connecting to corporate networks.

Reference: CISCO Talos Intelligence 

This document is distributed as TLP:AMBER. Recipients may only share TLP:AMBER information with members of their own
organization, and with clients or customers who need to know the information to protect themselves or prevent further harm.

Disclaimer:

The information provided by NCIIPC above is on "as is" basis only. System owners are advised to independently evaluate the
contents for its applicability in their specific environment, and take appropriate action as per their own assessment of the
implications of the alert/ advisory on their systems. NCIIPC will not be liable for any issues or problems that may arise
from application or non-application of the alert/ advisory. System owners are wholly responsible for cyber security updates to
their information technology systems.

With Best Regards,
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